ALL NEW USER
EXPERIENCE
FROM RAW DATA
TO FINISHED 3D MODEL
IN MINIMUM STEPS

Group 3D data into
folders and process it
as one unit

Auto-group
for Eva, Space Spider
and Leo data capture

Faster, simpler
data processing

Artec Studio 15 unveils
a groundbreaking way of working
with your scans. Creating 3D models
won’t merely be faster and better
organized, but also that much easier
to manage — and especially when
you’re scanning large objects. Now you
no longer need to work with each
separate scan individually. Your scans
are grouped together and you process
them as you would one single scan.
All changes you make to a group
are instantly propagated across all
the scans within.

When using Eva or Space Spider,
press Start Scan and Artec Studio will
automatically group all captured data,
even after auto-tracking recovery.

Intuitive
data organization

With Leo data, all scans will be
grouped together by default on import.
Any scans created separately, by using
the Add New Scan button on Leo, will
be grouped separately.

Easily combine data from
multiple scanners

Custom create
groups for easy data
management

Automatically group
scan data and primitives

You can drop-down-menu group
or drag and drop your scans into
custom folders, and also group your
scans according to specific sections
of the object. You can even create
nested groups, making your workflow all
the more organized and efficient.

Whenever you fit a primitive
to a 3D model, a new group is created.
This makes it a piece of cake to find
everything in one place. Even if you
create dozens of primitives, all your
data stays well organized, right where
you need it. And anytime you’ve added
in primitives to multiple fusions in your
workspace, each and every primitive
will visually correspond to its respective
fusion.

Easily align multiple
scans in one click

Precise Positioning
and Groups

No need to align scans individually. Now
you can align groups of scans together.
If needed, you can always ungroup in
order to work with individual scans.

Precisely position a set of grouped data.
Add new data to this group and it will
be automatically positioned accordingly.

GoMeasure3D is an authorized distributor of Artec 3D scanning solutions and software.
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